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Sustainable mobility for everyone in 
rural areas...



Size 15,3 km²
Villages 22
Inhabitants 3.100 
Households 1.100

Krenglbach in (Upper-)austria



Mobilcard Krenglbach Project Goals

1) assure mobility for everyone in rural area

2)  offer effordable, social fair and environmental 
friendly mobility

3) create a new kind of mobility
supporting neigbourhood and lokal economy



Mobilcard Krenglbach modules

- Mobilityclub „Mobilcard Krenglbach“
private non-profit association, manages mobility-services 

- KRAXI-bus
local on-request collective bus

- eSharing
carsharing with 2 eCars and 1 eScooter

- Taxibon
10% refund of membership fee, for „mobility-emergencies“



Mobilcard Krenglbach Club

Annual memberships

- Full mobility 11,- € per month
eSharing & Kraxi

- Kraxi 5,50 € per month

- Mobility familiy 22,- € per month
eSharing&Kraxi for 2 adults and their children

- MobilyTeam 110,- € per month
eSharing&Kraxi for companies (sponsoring)



Kraxi
the Krenglbacher Anrufsammeltaxi

- on request collective bus
- drives every ½ h to the villagecentre

(incl. train station and doctor)
- reservation-hotline 0664 / 73 56 1003
- min. 1 h order in advance
- pick up service at home
- operated by a local taxicompany

- free of charge for members
- 2,20 € per trip for non-members



eSharing -
Sharing of eCars and eScooter



eSharing - how it works

- www.mobilcard.at 
 online-reservation-tool (by Ibiola®)

- unlock the car via mobilcard-keycard
- drive
- return car and charge the battery

Rates: 10 Cent per km | 50 Cent per h

Quarterly billing (accounting by Ibiola®)



online-reservation by Ibiola®



reservation-tool for mobile and tablet

changes of reservations at all times possible



comparison of costs
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MobilCard Krenglbach VW Golf Plus Rabbit inkl.
Wertverlust

VW Golf Plus Rabbit ohne
Wertverlust

monthly costs for 12.000 km per year

MobilCard Krenglbach

VW Golf Plus Rabbit
inkl. Wertverlust

VW Golf Plus Rabbit
ohne Wertverlust



Kick-Off
European Carfree Day 2013



Mobilcard Krenglbach –
(Rethink) Mobility for Everyone in Rural Areas
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